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The geometry of the lower divertor of the DIII-D tokamak was modified to provide improved density control of the tokamak plasma

during operation in a high-triangularity double null plasma. This divertor replaces the low triangularity Advanced Divertor in use since

1990. The design, analysis and fabrication were completed in 2005 and the installation was completed in March 2006. Plasma

operations are planned for June 2006.

The primary component of the lower divertor is a toroidally continuous flat cooling plate. Three rows of graphite tiles are mechanically

attached to the plate to shield it from plasma impingement. The plate is water cooled for heat removal between shots and is heated to

350°C with hot air and inductive current during vessel baking. The divertor ring is supported 100 mm from the vacuum vessel floor by

two rows of 24 supports that must react the vertical loads due to halo currents. The space below the ring forms a pumping plenum

between the floor strike point and the lower cryopump.

The divertor plate was fabricated by the Institute of Plasma Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences (ASIPP) in four 90 degree sectors

from Type 316 stainless. Each sector consists of two plate halves with three machined coolant channels connected in parallel. Two

plate halves are joined together by spot welds and perimeter TIG welds.

During installation, the vacuum-tight 90 degree panel sectors were aligned and welded together inside the vessel forming a toroidally

continuous ring. The water cooling/air bakeout lines connecting the 4 sectors into two 180 degree cooling circuits were then welded in

place. The vacuum boundary for the cooling/air bakeout lines uses a reverse conflat design with the tubes welded into a modified,

outward facing conflat flange. This design provides for copper gasket seal replacement without disturbing any welds.

Plasma facing tile designs have been modified from previous designs to eliminate holes in high heat flux areas. Upgraded floor tiles

located in-board of the ring improved the target for the plasma strike point. Thermal analysis was done on the UCAR ATJ graphite tiles

that cover the divertor shelf and vessel floor. The relatively narrow heat flux profiles induced thermal stresses greater than the allowed

limits for ATJ graphite. These analytical results have placed restrictions on tile heating in order to ensure tile integrity.
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